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BOOK NOTICES

Yearbook of morphology 1999. Ed. by
GEERT

BooIJ

and JAAP VAN MARLE.

Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2001. Pp. 319.
ISBN 079236631X. $157.50 (Hb).

511

formationrules in a default inheritanceframework:
A networkmorphologyaccountof Russianpersonal
nouns' (221-61) providesan excellent encapsulation
of networkmorphology,as well as a convincing account of how affix rivalryand exceptionalitycan be
simultaneouslyaccommodatedin a theory of word'Stem selecG. LAPOINTE's
form creation. STEVEN
tion and OT' (263-97) gives an optimality theory
accountof stem and affix allomorphy,based on data
from a variety of languages, including Korean and
Cherokee.The book's final article,IRITMEIR's'Verb
classifiers as noun incorporationin Israeli sign language' (299-319), argues thatcertainhandgestures
bear striking similaritiesto the propertiesof certain
types of noun incorporation.This excellent study is
a welcome inclusion here for the new dimension it
adds to understandingthe essence of morphological
structureshorn of the epiphenomenonof sound.
All of these articles reflect the 'cutting edge' of
morphologicalresearch,makingthis volume, like its
predecessorsin the same series, an importantacquisition for any linguistor librarianseriousaboutkeeping
pace with morphologicaltheory. [EDWARD J. VAJDA,
WesternWashingtonUniversity.]

This Yearbookvolume contains eleven articles,
five on diachronic aspects of morphology, the rest
dealing with miscellaneous topics. The data derives
mainly from Romance, Germanic, and Slavic languages.
MARTIN
HASPELMATH
is guest editorfor the section
on diachronicmorphology. The articles here focus
mainly on the motivation behind morphological
change, or on the notion of which formal elements
in a word (stem vs. affix, phonological stem traitvs.
inflection) actually convey semantic content. ANDREWCARSTAIRS-MCCARTHY'S
'Umlaut as signans
and signatum: Synchronic and diachronic aspects'
(1-23) explores an instance where a phonological
trait has come to express informationalcontent. In
'Whatsortof thingis a derivationalaffix? Diachronic
evidence from Romanian and Spanish' (25-52),
MARTIN
MAIDEN
makes a similar argumentfor the
function of derivationalaffixes, which, contraryto
some claims (cf. Robert Beard, Lexeme morpheme
base morphology,New York: SUNY Press, 1995),
are shown not to be semantically vacuous. In 'The
Yearbook of morphology 2003. Ed. by
development of "junk": Irregularizationstrategies
GEERT BooIJ and JAAP VAN MARLE.
of have andsay in the Germaniclanguages'(53-74),
Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2003. Pp. 279.
NOBLINGanalyzes how these originally
DAMARIS
weak verbs became irregularacross the variousGerISBN 1402012721. $117 (Hb).
manic languages. ELISABETTA
MAGNI's'Paradigm
The work undergoingreview is anotherin the valorganizationand lexical connections in the develop- uable Yearbookof morphology (YM) series, begun
mentof the Italianpassato remoto' (75-96) explores
in 1988 and emanating from Vrije Universiteit in
cognitive motivationsfor the developmentof irregu- Amsterdam.The YMvolumes serve as
testimonyto
lar preterite forms. ELKERONNEBERGER-SIBOLD'S
the renaissanceof morphology, which seems to be
'On useful darkness:Loss and destructionof transflourishing,to judge by the proliferationof interestparency by linguistic change, borrowing,and word
listed in the bibliographiesof these
creation' (97-120) likewise deals with speaker ing publications
works. Some past tomes of YMhave dealt with diaawarenessof phonological processes-a factor that
chronic issues, such as the development of complimanifests itself in speaker preference for specific
cated morphologicalsystems and the interfacingof
types of word formation.
and morphology(YM 1999), and the inThe volume's remainingsix articlescover a range phonology
between morphologyand syntax as
terrelationships
of topics, most dealing with cognitive processing.
MARCOBARONI's 'The representationof prefixed well as the formalismsnecessaryfor inflectionalparforms in the Italianlexicon' (121-52) uses the distri- adigms (YM 2000).
Most of this issue deals with preverbsand is edited
butionof intervocalic[s] and [z] allophonesin NorthGeert Booij and (guest editor) ANS VANKEMEby
ern Italiandialects as evidence for whetherspeakers
have come to regard certain historically prefixed NADE; however, there are two articles and two book
stems as monomorphemic.In 'On inherentinflection reviews on other morphologicalsubjects, edited by
andJaapvan Marle.My remarksfocus on three
feeding derivation in Polish' (153-83), BOZENA Booij
of the selections plus the well-written introduction.
CETNAROWSKA argues that in certain Polish word
forms derivationmust be able to follow as well as These have been selected in accordance with my
precede inflection. This raises interestingquestions backgroundand interests. I conclude with a listing
about the notion of lexical stem. In 'The processing of the remainingtitles and authors.
The editorsaffirmin their 'Preverbs:An introducof interfixedGermancompounds'(184-220), WOLFtion' (1-11) that most linguists use the termpreverb
GANG U. DRESSLER, GARY LIBBEN, JACQUELINE
STARK,CHRISTIANE
PONs, andGONIAJAREMA
explore as 'a cover term for preverbalwords and preverbal
the cognitive processingof compoundwords such as prefixes' (1). One may use German zukommen'to
leben-s-lang 'life-long'. ANDREWHIPPISLEY'
approach'as illustrative,as in Er kam aufdem Auto
S 'Word
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